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Certain metallic fission products are found to transport into and/or through the SiC layer of tristructural 

isotropic (TRISO) nuclear fuel particles, and various studies have been undertaken to understand this 

transport behavior [1, 2]. While the grain boundaries tend to be a pathway for fission product transport 

and, in some cases, trapping or precipitation in the form of multi-phased complex compounds, 

intragranular fission product precipitation has always been observed. Research on neutron irradiation 

damage tolerance of silicon carbide (SiC) and its composites, used in TRISO fuel and a candidate 

accident tolerant fuel cladding for light water reactors (LWR), has traditionally ignored the irradiation-

induced “polymorphism” of SiC. In the post-irradiation advanced microscopy effort at Idaho National 

Laboratory, it has been recently discovered that the intragranular precipitation of fission products in the 

SiC layer of TRISO-coated fuels takes place via a dual-step nucleation mechanism that involves cubic 

() hexagonal () SiC polymorphic transition, and subsequent transition of -SiC into fission product 

precipitates, as shown in Figure 1 [3].  

 

In this paper, the influence of the neutron irradiation induced damage structures on the extent of this 

precipitation has been studied using transmission electron microscopy. The analysis of damage 

structures (e.g., defect morphology and density) has been carried out to indicate the irradiation 

temperature and neutron fluence levels experienced by individual TRISO particles. The distinction of 

neutron irradiation damage structures as a function of the fuel kernel type, burn up level and fabrication 

properties of TRISO coated particles from the Advanced Gas reactor (AGR-1 and AGR-2) experiments 

has been examined and compared. Atomic scale structural and compositional analyses along with three-

dimensional electron tomography have been attempted using a FEI Thermis 200 with ChemiSTEM
TM

 

capability. This approach has led to better understanding of the role of dislocations in Pd transport to the 

-SiC sites.  

 

This discovery not only adds new fundamental understanding of physical behavior of polymorphic 

ceramics under irradiation, but also provides the following beneficial traits for non-fuel high temperature 

applications: 1) the extent of precipitation of the desired phase is directly dependent on the amount of 

precursor phase, the volume fraction of desired phase can be easily controlled by irradiation parameters. 

2) Since precipitates are confined to the shape and size of the morphological template of the surrogate 

phase (as shown in Figure 1(c)), precipitate (e.g. Pd silicide) will remain stable in the SiC layer at high 

temperatures. 

 

In conclusion, the present study reports a heterogeneous nucleation process in polymorphic SiC that 

challenges the conventional wisdom of precipitation in a nuclear reactor environment. The knowledge 

gained from irradiated fuel analysis could be applied to irradiation engineering for nanostructured SiC 

that can be useful for electronic or spintronic applications [4, 5].   
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Figure 1: Neutron irradiation-induced microstructural changes in -SiC layer of TRISO coated fuel 

particle [3]. a) A STEM micrograph of -SiC along [110] zone axis, reveals Frank loops, stacking faults 

and damages induced from irradiation to a fast neutron fluence of 2.38 ×10
21 

n/m
2
 in a temperature range 

of 1,000-1,200°C. Red arrows indicate the precipitates at the ends of Frank loops. Blue arrows indicate 

precipitates along stacking faults. b) A STEM micrograph shows polygonal structures at structural 

defects with different chemical compositions. Energy dispersive spectrometry in TEM indicates a 

significant amount of Pd, along with Si and C, in the precipitate labelled by the red box. The precipitate 

labelled by the blue box contains only Si and C. c) A STEM micrograph along <110> of the -SiC 

matrix clearly shows imprinting of Pd silicide into morphological templates of -SiC precipitates. 

Different crystallography and mass contrast within the hexagonal structure are clearly visible.   
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